MFT INTERNS!
SUPERVISION GROUP FACILITATED BY:
LOIS FRIEDLANDER, MFT, CGP #27235

*Are you an MFT Intern who would like expert clinical supervision that can be applied toward BBS hours for licensure?

*Would you like to benefit from learning in an environment of fellow professionals?

*Are you interested in integrating Mindfulness, CBT, EXA, with Interpersonal and Psychodynamic skills into your clinical work?

*Would you like to augment your clinical training by learning the skills essential to facilitating a successful group?

*Are you seeking affordable clinical supervision?

Then join us Wednesday mornings!

3569 SACRAMENTO STREET, @ LAUREL HEIGHTS
SAN FRANCISCO

---

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: WEBSITE: HTTP://WWW.LOISMFT.COM
EMAIL LOIS@LOISMFT.COM OR OFFICE: 415-383-3337